What is eduBallot?
eduBallot is the first and only online voting solution and election system designed specifically for k-12 schools.

Who would benefit from eduBallot?
Faculty, staff, PTA and students in elementary, middle and high schools.

What kind of elections can I run?
- Student Government elections
- Prom king and queen elections
- Homecoming elections
- Senior superlatives
- PTA surveys and elections
- Class officer elections
- Classroom votes and surveys
- Award nominations
- Mock elections

Is eduBallot internet based?
Yes, eduBallot is a web-based solution. Voters can vote from their home or school computer using an internet connection. There is no software to install and no IT experience required.

What are the benefits of online elections vs. paper ballots?
- 3rd party election provider strengthens integrity of election
- Minimizes user error, incomplete ballots and multiple voting
- Slashes paper, printing and processing costs
- Eliminates staff time spent tabulating votes

What are the features of eduBallot?
- Run school elections on any topic at any time effortlessly
- Real time election results
- Customized ballots
- Automated elections, no more vote counting
- Upload rich candidate biographies and pictures
- Event specific web banners to brand your election
- Seamless integration with the look and feel of your website
- 24/7 server monitoring

How do I create a voter list?
Administrators can log in online and simply upload a voter list from almost any common spreadsheet application.

What is the cost of eduBallot?
Packages start at $399 (includes 3,000 votes). Additional votes are $50 per 1000 votes.

How to order
eduBallot can be purchased directly on our website at www.eduballot.com by Visa, Mastercard, American Express or purchase order.

Still have questions?
Send an e-mail to eduballotsales@votenet.com or call (202) 207-0531.

Client Testimonials

“eduBallot has dramatically improved the efficiency and accuracy of our student voting process. Their support and customer service is terrific. We are so happy to continue working with eduBallot in our future elections”
Loren Newman, Director of Student Activities, Beverly Hills High School

“The ballots were easy to set up and looked great. I liked the fact that the student was taken to the correct ballot automatically.
I was most pleased with the service I received and the product itself.”
Jan Torrey, Librarian and Election Officer, Southern Nash High School